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Soit H = (X. ~1 un hypergraphe h-uniforme avec IX] = net  soit L h ~(H! le graphe Jont les 
sommets reprdsentent les arates de H, deux sommets 6lant reli6s si et seulement si t~s z~r6tes 
qu'ils reprdsen!ent intersectent en h - 1 sommet,=. Nous montrons que s i f , ,  t(H) ne contienl 
pas de cycle, alors I~[<(h~!~)/h- 1. la borne t~tant cxacte pour h = 2 et poar des vatears de a 
pour h = 3. Ce probl~me m6ne ~ une conjecture sur les "presque syst~'me~ de Steinc:". 
Let H = (X, ~) be a h-uniform hypergraph, with [X I = n ;wd let L h _ 1(HI be the graph, whose 
vertices are the edges of /4, two vertices being joined if and only if the edges they r.'present 
intersect in I~ - 1 vertices. We prove that, if Lh_a(H) contains no cycle, then I~[< (~,!' ;t/h - 1: 
moreover the bound is exact for h = 2 and with some values of n for h = 3. This probhm~ leads 
to a conjecture on "almost Steiner sys tems"  
1. Introduction 
Let X be a set of n elements and let H = (X, ~) be a h-uniform hypergraph, 
that is ~ is a family of h-subsets of X. 
We denote by L~,_t(H) the graph, whose vertices are the edges o f /4  and where 
El, E2~ ~ are joined by an edge iff IE1 n/~'21= h-  t. These graphs were; previ- 
ously studied (see for references [2]). 
In this note ~e answer the following problem, which i.,; a version of a problem 
due to Kachelsky and Kleitman, presented at the Problem Session of the 7th 
British Combinatorial Conference (Cambridge, Aug~ast 1979). 
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Theorm 1. Suppose L,_ I(H) comains no cycle, then 
(,,) 
h-1  (1) 
Moreot~er the bound is exact for h = 2 and for some value.," of tt ]'or h :: 3. 
2. Proof of inequality (1) 
Let Fc  X, IF I = h - 1. The F is contained in at most 2 different members  of ~, 
as otherwise for Et,  E2, E~c T and containing F, we would have a triangl,' in 
Lj, !(H). 
i tence,  for FcE~,  I F [=h-1  there are only two possibilities, either F is 
contained only in E or there is exactly one more edge E',  with F= E'.  
Let a (E)  denote the number  of ih -  1)-subsets of E ~ ~, which are contained in 
some E 'c  '~, E '¢  E. Then the vertex E is jo ined to exactly a(E) other  vertices of 
L, ;(H). 
Let m be the number  of edges o~, L~, ~(H). then we obtain 
2n~= ~ a(Ej. (21 
; ' ,E  
On the other hand, L, i(H) conttfins no cycle, hence we also hav,." 
nz~l,'[- l. ( l)  
Comtfining (2) and (3) we obtain 
I ,*1-  1 -  ' 'c a(E) .  (4) , S ' r  2 a - ,  
l.ct c(H) be the number of (h 1)-'~ubsets of X, which are contained in some 
edge f'-" of H. Obviously c(hl-----¢,"~). We obtain 
Z ( i , )  ( (H)= ~ (h-a(E))+~ a(U) a 
~ ~:~ h-1  
or cquivalently 
' "~" a(E)'<-( " ) c(H)=h]~i  ~ ~, h -  1 " (5) 
From (5) using (4) we deduce 
n 
h] , ( I - ( ]Y l -1 )=( t , - l ) l Y l+ l~< h- l )  
~'r equivalently Ig !<( , ' l~) /h -  1 proving (1). 
Remark.  Let us define L.~(H) to be the graph whose vertices are the ~.dges of H 
and where E, ~ 17 2 G g are joined iff ]E~ CI Eel > i ( t ~ i ~< h - 1). Suppose that 
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L~dH) contains no cycle. Then the above proof yields 
< n h (,)/((,)-,) 
3. Constructions 
For h =2,  we can take any tree to show that the boand (1) is exact. 
Let now h=3.  
Suppose n =8k  t5  is a prime and ? is a primitive root modulo n, ~hat is the 
numbers ±2",  a = 0, 1 . . . . .  ½(n-  3) are all different. (It is conjectured iv. number 
theory that there exists an infinite number  of such n's.) 
Let H be a hypergraph with vertex set {0, 1 . . . . .  n -  !} and edge set: 
{E~'={L i+22~' , i+22~.1}5=1 . . . . .  n - l : t t=0,  l . . . . .  j (n -5 )}  
U {E;I = {0, 2 2"* :, 2 2~'2}, c~ = 0, 1 . . . . .  4~(,, - 9)} 
(all the numbers are taken modulo n). 
We assert that L~, I(H) contains no cycle. ] 'o see this, observe qmt the 
subgraph generated by X" ={E~, i = 1 . . . . .  n - 1} is a Hamiltonian path on X". 
Moreover  IE"CIL.Z~"i~<I, for l<~i. j<~n-1, ee=/:e~" as 2 is a primitive root  
Therefore there are no edges in L ,  :(H) joining X" to X"'.  
Finally the vertex El; ~s joined in L~, t ( I f )  only to E~ ..... and to E;I ~ ...... Hence 
Lj. ~(H) is a tree (see Fig. l for an example, n = 13). 
We have [g [=~, (n - -1 ) (n -1 )+¼(n-5)=¼n(n-1) -  1 which proves that the 
bound (1) is optimal for the ment ioned values of n. 
For the other values of n. we can prove: 
Theorm 2. For every n, there exists a 3-unijbnn hypergr- rq~ H o[ order n such that 
L2(H) has no cycle and t (g ) - lH l~ J ,n .  
We use the following lemma: 
Lemraa 1. There exgts a sequence of matchings (graphs with maxilm,!m degree 1 ) 
C~ such that 
(a) IG, ,l=lc>l=*, 
(b) the vertex-set of Oj = Ci U" • • U ~ is {xl . . . . .  x,. i} 
(c) C n c. =O 0~:- k), 
(d) the degree-sequence of G2~ is dominated by {1, 2, 3 . . . .  2 i -3 ,  2 i -2~ 2i 
1 ,2 i -1} ,  fori>~3. 
The construction of H in Theorem 2 is the following: 
H={{xi}U EI  Ee  G-z, J = 3 . . . . .  n}. 
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1,2 ,3  t 1 ,5 ,9 '  ( I ,~ ,7  ~ 
2,3,4! (2 ,6 .  10 z 12 ,5 '8 t  
3,~.,5 ! {3, 7,11~ ~, 3 ,6 ,9}  
!~ @ ' , 12,2 ,5  
( I ,8 ,  I i),2,• 
Fig. ]. 
Lemma I is proved by induction, with the aid of the Tut te -Berge matching 
theorem (see for instance [1]). This method is also valid for h > 3. However,  in 
this case, [emma 1 should be replaced by results not yet proved such as the 
following one: 
Conjecture, There exists a sequence of (h - 1)-uniform hypergraphs Sj such that: 
(a) the vertex-set of SI U" ' "U S~ is {xl . . . . .  x~+h ;~}, 
(b) S~F)S~:-O ( j : / :k),  
(c) every two edges of S, meet in at most h -3  vertices, 
l+h  -2 h (d) IS , !=Ih -2  ) / ( - - l ) - -o ( jh -3 ) .  
The last two condit ions mean that S~ is an "almost Steiner system".  (Note 
O(fl' ~)~c~,.i ~' 3 for some constant G,). 
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